MUSEUM IN A MINUTE

YOUNG ADULT LAB: HEARTBREAKER PINATAS

Every year at the CAC we throw a Valentine’s Day party. While we can’t be together this year we are bringing the party to you with Heartbreakers pinatas. Construct a broken heart or build your own shape to decorate and fill with candy.

Materials: Recycled cardboard, poster board, adhesive (we recommend tape), scissors, anything you want to use to decorate (paper, sparkles, markers, streamers), string to hang the pinata, and candy.

To watch the video: https://www.instagram.com/tv/CLKCIRJCKC/

1. Cut out one large cardboard heart, broken heart optional. Trace this cardboard heart on to another piece of cardboard, and cut out the matching heart.

2. Use posterboard or any thick paper to create a strip of paper three to four inches in width, with tabs for connections.

3. Add a hole in your 3 inch strip of paper where candy can be inserted. Tape the strip around the outside of you hearts to hold the pinata together.

4. Decorate the Pinata however you wish! We chose to use construction paper, markers, and scissors. Fill with candy and hang for your celebration.

Share what you create by tagging @CINCYCAC